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Multiple-Choice ()uestions on the Fundamental Theorem of Calcrrlus

1. 1969 BC12

rrr(x)=fj

(A) zxe-*'

,-'' dt,then F'(x) =
--x2 +l

(B) ex"-*' 91 I . -,
-x'+l

(D) e-r' - I (E) e-,'

2-t9698C22

If f(x)= j j+dt, which of the following is FALSE?
u ,lf +z

(A) /(0) = 0

(B) 
"f is continuous at r for all x 2 0

(c) /(1) > o

(o) /'(t)= I
{3

. (E) 
"r(*1) > 0

3. 1973 AB20

If F and/are continuous functions such that F'(x) = f (x) for all r, then I ! rc> * O

(A) F'(a) - F'(b)
(B) F',(b)- F'(a)
(c) r(a) - F(b)
(D) r(r) - F(o)
(E) none of the above

4. rg73BC45
Suppose g'(x)<0 forall *>0 and F(x)= ! o 

tg'1t1dt forall x20. Which of the
following statements is FALSE?

(A) .F' takes on negative values.
(B) F. is continuous for all x > 0.

(C) r(x)=xs(x) * 
I o s(t)dt

(D) F'(x) exists for all r > 0.

(E) f, is an increasing function.
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5. 1985 AB42

d l* Jrla,=
dx Jz

.r(A)_:
rll + r'

1lr/E\ 

---

(E'-F
zrll+ x2 2''15

5. 1988 ABl3
If the function/has a continuous d.erivative or, [O,rl, then l"o f'O1a* =

(t) f(c)- f(0) 61ly1c1-7101 G) f@) (D) f(x)+c

(E) f"(c)- f"(o)

7. 1988 AB25
For all r > l, if f (x) = I: +*, then /'(x) =

I
(A) I (B) : (C) lnx-l (D) lnx (E) e'

x

8. 1988 BC14

If F(x) = I i' ,[l*] a,,ttren F'(x) =

(e) 2,.,{17 @) z*J*;

(E) [.' L *
't I zlt+f

9. 1993 AB4r

lf'cosznu\du is&to
(A) 0 (B) *rin, (C) 

fcos(2rx) 
(D) cos(2nx) (E) Zncos(Zrsc)

(c) \fi;,6 (D)d;

(B)d*,,-5 1g1 'r[+I2 rol 4-*
,lt* *' Vs
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r0. 1993 BC41
? x2-3

Let f(x)= I*-u ," dt- Atwhatvalue of x is -f(x) tminimum?

(A)For no value of r (B) + (c) ; (D) 2 (E) 3

tt.1997 AB78

The graph oflis shown in the figure above. t ll /(->a*= 2.3 and F'(x) = f (x),

then F(3) - F(0) =

(A) 0.3 (B) 1.3 (c) 3.3 (D) 4.3 (E) 5.3

t2.t997 BC22

The graph oflis shown in the figure above. If g(x) = li ttlar, for what value of x

does g(x) have a maximum?

(A) a (B) b (c) c (D) d

(E) It cannot be determined from the information given.

ll
+--t--
ll
II
t--t--
ll
tl
+--+--
tt
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t3.1997 BC88

Let f (x)= J;' sint dt .At how many points in the closed interval [o,G] does the

instantaneous rate of change oflequal the average rate of change oflon that interval?

(A)Zero
(B) One
(C)Two
(D)Three
(E) Four

t4.1997 BC89 
2

Iflis the antiderivativ. of { such that f(l)=0, then f$)=
1+x'

(A) -o.orz (B) 0 (C) 0.016 (D) 0.376 (E) 0.62e

15. 1998 AB9

The flow of oil, in barrels per hour, through a pipeline on |uly 9 is given by the graph
shown above. Of the following, which best approximates the total number of barrels
of oil that passed through the pipeline that day?

(A) s00 (B) 600 (c) 2,400 (D) 3,000 (E) 4,800
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16. 1998 ABlr
Iflis a linear function and 0 1a < b, *u, [b f"(x!& =

(A)o (B)r s+ (D)b-a @ry
17. 1998 ABr5

If r(x)= I;#; dr, rhen F'(z)=

(A) -3 (B) -2 (c) 2 (D) 3 (E) 18

18. 1998 ABsS (mr),
Let F(x) be an antiderivative.t Y
(A) 0.048 (B) 0.144 (C) s"s27

. If .F(1) = 0 then.F(9) =

(D) 23.308 (E) 1,640,250
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19. 1998 BC88

.v=g(r)

Let g(r) = t) f Oyr, where c (x1 6. The figure above shows the graph of g on

l",ll.Which of the following could be the graph oflon la,tll
(A) y (B) y (c) y
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20.20,il,3 ABXL

The $aph off', ttre derivative ofJ is the line shown in the figure above. Ifl(0) = 5
then /(1) =

(A) 0 (B) 3 (C) 6 (D) I (E) 1r

2t.20o3AB82lBC82' 
The rate of change of the altitud.e of a hot-air balloon is given Uy 

"(r) = t3 * 4tz +6
for 0 S , S 8. Which of the following expreasions gives the change in altitude of the

balloon during dre time the altitude is decreasing?

r 3.514
(A) Jr.rrrr(t)dt

@) tlrQ.,a
r2.61

(c) Jo r(t)d

(D) J,?;,',$)dt
e 2.667

(s) Jo r'(t)dt
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22.2003 AB84
A pizta, heated to a temperature of 350 degrees Fahrenheit ("F) is taken out of an

oven and placed in a 75"F room at time f = 0 minutes. The temperature of the pizza
is changing at a rate of -110e-0'4' d.gre.s Fahrenheit per minute. To the nearest

degree, what is the temperature of the pizza at time f = 5 minutes?

(A) 1r2"F (B) 119"F (C) 14rF (D) 238"F (E) 335"F

23.2003 AB9l
A particle moves along the x-axis so that at any time r > 0, its acceleration is given by

a(t1=fn(f + Z'). rc *rvelocity of the particle is 2 at time f = I then the velocity of

the particle at time t = 2 is

(A) 0.462 (B) 1.50e (C) 2.sss (D) 2.886 (E) 3.346

24.2003 AB92
Let g be the function Blen by 

.g(I) = Jo 
.ir(r')a, for -t S x ( 3. On which of the

following intervals is g decreasing?

(A)-l(x(0
(B) 0< x<1.772
(C) 1.253 ax*2.17t
(D)1.772 < x <2.507
(E) 2.802 1x 13
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25.2003 BC18

Graph of/
The graph of the function/shown in the figure above has horizontal tangents at x = 3

and x = 6. If sb)= J;' fg)dt,what is thevalue of g'(3)?

(A) o (B) -1 (c) -2 (D) -3 (E) -6

26.2003B'C27

*.Jim(r2+r)a')=

zx3 3x2 t
$) ftr G) ft (c) rn(x6+r) {o) zx3rn(x6+r)

(E) :r2rn(r6 + r)
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27,20/,.3 BC80 
l00e_o.k

Insects destroyed a crop at the rate "f ;.o tons per day, where time t is

measured in days. To the nearest ton, hffrfiany tons did the insects destroy during

the time interval 7 < t <14?

(A) 125 (B) 100 (c) ss (D) so (E) 12

28.2(trl38cS7
A particle moves along the r-axis so that at any time / ) 0, its velocity is given by

v(4 = 
"or(Z - 

r'). The position of the particle is 3 at time f = 0. What is the position

of the particle when its velocity is first equal to 0?

(A) 0.411 (B) 1.310 {C) 2.815 (D) 3.0e1 (E) 3.411


